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All of our products are made bespoke 
for you and our skilled advisors can help 
you to design your perfect Conservatory

Style, space & value
Choosing the perfect conservatory to extend your home can be a 
daunting task; we’re here to guide you through the process to ensure 
that you end up with the best result.  Our innovative products will give 
you the best long term return on your investment and enable you to 
use your conservatory all year round. 

Our choice of traditional and contemporary designs and our range of 
colours, finishes and styles is simply second to none. Our local experts 
will be delighted to create a design sympathetic to your property, your 
living requirements and, of course, budget.

State-of-the-Art Factory

Extreme weather testing!

Expert installation



Victorian 
Conservatories

Victorian conservatories offer a traditional look; they 
tend to have three or five facets to the front elevation, 
and ornate detailing along the ridge of the apex roof.  

Elegant and traditional, our Victorian inspired 
conservatories add a classical touch with a timeless 
style that will wow your friends, family and neighbours. 
With a unique curved front, this design is the gift your 
home deserves. 

A Conservatory is one of the most cost-effective and 
flexible ways to extend your home, a well designed 
conservatory can quite simply transform the way you live.



This is by far the most popular style, the square shape will give 
you maximum internal space and versatility when positioning 
doors etc.  The vaulted roof gives you a real sense of space.   
A popular option is to build the walls higher on one side, with 
a row of windows on top to provide wall space to hang a TV 
and to give privacy from neighbours.  

Edwardian and Georgian conservatories add a unique heritage 
look to your home and feature the most modern technology 
so you and your family are safe, warm and have a wonderful 
living space all year around.

Edwardian & Georgian 
Conservatories



Gable 
Conservatories

This style features a flat Gable frame to the front elevation, which gives 
you the opportunity to make a real statement with an attractive bespoke 
design.  This design is perfect if you opt for blinds as all of the roof glass 
units are rectangular in shape; fitting blinds to Edwardian and Victorian 
Conservatories can be complicated and expensive. 

For extra peace 
of mind all our 

installations have 
insurance backed 

guarantees



Our high quality lean-to conservatories are the most 
competitively priced options and an ideal option where 
there are height restrictions around your home

Lean-To 
Conservatories

The Lean-to is still incredibly popular, it’s 
simplicity makes this the lowest cost option.  
This style is available with a 2.5 degree pitch 
which makes it ideal if you have height 
restrictions.  It is also widely used 
where there are adjoining walls.



The colours shown are designed as a guide. Before making your final decision, please ensure you have seen a colour swatch.

Woodgrain 
Collection

Woodgrain White CreamRustic Cherry

Cherrywood

Golden Oak

Chartwell Green Grey Green Black/Brown

Something Special

Life in fabulous colour

We have the expertise and product range to design you a truly 
bespoke conservatory.  Lantern roofs, Orangeries, tiled roof 
conservatories and bi-fold doors are all the rage at the moment 
and will give you a real wow factor.  Dare to be different!

Add warmth and style to your home with our range of coloured 
conservatories.  Coloured frames and roofs offer an authentic 
alternative to timber, but without the associated problems of high 
maintenance and of course cost.  All of our woodgrain finishes are 
also available in white on the inside.



Lantern Roofs 
& Skylights
With a lantern roof you can flood your living 
space with light and empower yourself to 
have a more controllable, usable space all year 
round, whatever the weather. We normally 
supply lantern roofs for customers that have 
existing flat roof areas or where they are 
having extensions built.  

With this elegant home extension you can 
add value to your home and better still, have 
a room full of natural light even when the 
skies are grey.

The perfect choice for a wide range of 
refurbishment, extension or new-build projects.

A skylight brings more natural 
light and height to a room - an 
ideal way to breathe new life 
into existing flat roofs.

Add height, light and 
volume to any living space



Building Control approval may be required

Tiled Roofs 
Conservatories
The beauty of a tiled roof conservatory is that it works 
just as if it was part of your home. 

You won’t experience those extreme seasonal changes 
in temperature, glare from the sun or noise from the rain. 
Just comfort, space and light - all year round. It’s also the 
ideal way to transform tired, old conservatory roofs.

Tiled roofs are the latest conservatory innovation 
where the solid roof is fully insulated to help regulate 
the temperature. Tiled roof dimensions are completely 
bespoke to match all size and design aspects of your 
conservatory, while also tying in with your home’s 
current roofline.

Our composite, and lightweight metal tile options 
are designed to be the closest possible match to your 
existing roof materials with sympathetic tones to blend 
into existing natural slate, clay and concrete tiles. 

We complete works under the scope of 
Building Regulations on your behalf.

CALL  0000 000000
VISIT US AT  www.website.co.uk

TRANSFORM YOUR 
CONSERVATORY 
INTO A COSY LIVING 
SPACE

Ultraroof is helping transform conservatories into the best 
room in the house. Beautiful, elegant, thermally efficient 
rooms complete with vaulted ceilings and full-length glass 
panels to let the light flood in. Ultraroof is extremely light 
weight and has been developed specifically for owners 
wanting to reinvent a conservatory and turn it into a room 
that feels more like an extension. 

INSTALLER LOGO

Before After

... with the Ultraroof 
lightweight tiled roof system
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Orangeries

This style is also available 
with Bi-folding doors and 

vertical sliding windows

Decorative guttering 
can be included to give

a stunning structure
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Checklist for Reassurance
Trusted local business that really cares about its customers, for your peace of mind

State of the art UK manufacturing, to ensure the best quality products, at competitive prices

Highly skilled expert installers that take pride in their work, to give you the best end result

Independently tested products, for long term performance and guarantee 

Industry leading energy efficient products, to save you money on your heating bills

Local showroom, to see before you buy and meet our friendly team

Great range of affordable finance options to help spread the cost
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Call 0800 0933449 or visit your local showroom
www.agswindows.co.uk

Let us help arrange your FREE
no-obligation quotation today

All information in this publication is provided for guidance only and is given in good faith.  Our policy is to continually improve 
products, therefore methods, materials and changes of specification may be made from time to time without prior notice. 
Colour samples printed in this publication should only be used as a guide and are as accurate as our printing process allows.  

Glass patternTM names are the trade mark of Pilkington plc. The images are reproduced and the copyright of Pilkington plc.  Thank you 
to our customers who very kindly gave us permission to photograph their homes.      Copyright Protected by AGS Windows 2017 C


